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Spectrally constrained chromophore and
scattering near-infrared tomography provides
quantitative and robust reconstruction
Subhadra Srinivasan, Brian W. Pogue, Shudong Jiang,
Hamid Dehghani, and Keith D. Paulsen
A multispectral direct chromophore and scattering reconstruction technique has been implemented for
near-infrared frequency-domain tomography in recovering images of total hemoglobin, oxygen satura-
tion, water, and scatter parameters. The method applies the spectral constraint of the chromophores and
scattering spectra directly in the reconstruction algorithm, thereby reducing the parameter space of the
inversion process. This new method was validated by use of simulated and experimental data, and results
show better robustness and stability in the presence of higher levels of noise. The method suppresses
artifacts, especially those signiﬁcant in water and scatter power images, and reduces cross talk between
chromophore and scatter parameters. Variation in scattering was followed by this spectral approach
successfully in experimental data from 90mm-diameter cylindrical phantoms, and results show linear
variation in scatter amplitude and reduced scattering coefﬁcient s, with total hemoglobin, oxygen
saturation, and water remaining constant and quantitatively accurate. Similar experiments were carried
out for varying oxygen saturation and total hemoglobin. Accurate quantiﬁcation was obtained with a
mean error of 7.7% for oxygen saturation and 6.2% for total hemoglobin, with minimal cross talk between
different parameters. © 2005 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 170.3010, 170.6960.
1. Introduction
Near-infrared (NIR) tomography can be used to char-
acterize malignant and normal tissue based on the
high-contrast available from heme in the blood, lead-
ing to images that are related to intrinsic pathophys-
iologic processes such as angiogenesis and hypoxia.
Absorption-based parameters can be recovered such
as total hemoglobin in the tissue, hemoglobin oxygen
saturation, and water fraction. It is also possible to
estimate elastic scattering images that may provide
information about the composition of the tissue. In
vivo studies have demonstrated levels of hemoglobin
in tumors over twice that in normal breast,1,2 and
lower levels of oxygen saturation have been found in
malignancies2,3; however, one of the current chal-
lenges is to optimize the quantitative accuracy with
which these parameters can be determined. The
quantiﬁcation of chromophores and scattering pa-
rameters relies upon the spectral decomposition of
the images acquired at a sparse number of discrete
wavelengths instead of a complete spectrum. This
sparse spectral sampling coupled with an image re-
construction process that is ill posed, tends to amplify
errors in quantifying the spatially resolved parame-
ters of the tissue. In this study a spectrally con-
strained approach to image reconstruction is
introduced, which follows the recent pioneering de-
velopments proposed by Corlu et al.4 and Li et al.,5
who showed that incorporation of spectral informa-
tion into the reconstruction process improves the
uniqueness of the image formation by using
continuous-wave data. In this paper the addition of
phase information and the improved accuracy in ﬁt-
ting water and scattering power are speciﬁcally ex-
amined by use of this spectrally constrained
approach. The improvement in quantiﬁcation of wa-
ter and scattering has dramatic implications in terms
of the value of these particular parameters in breast
imaging. The potential to reduce cross talk between
chromophores is also important.
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coefﬁcients were recovered from boundary measure-
ments of amplitude or phase or both on the object of
interest, such as the breast or brain, by means of
computational models in which both analytical and
numerical approaches were used by different re-
search groups.6–8 After recovery of these optical co-
efﬁcients, a spectral ﬁtting to known absorption
signatures of oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, and
water is used to obtain the concentrations of these
absorbing chromophores. Similarly, the reduced scat-
tering coefﬁcients at separate wavelengths were ﬁt to
yield the scatter amplitude (a) and scatter power (b),
which are related to the structure of the tissue in
terms of scatterer size and density. In this paper a
modiﬁed reconstruction approach is used, which im-
plements the possible spectral shapes of the chro-
mophore and scattering models into the image
formation process, thereby adding a spectral con-
straint into the reconstruction. The chromophore con-
centrations and scatter parameters are estimated
directly by incorporating the known Beer’s law atten-
uation relation and Mie scattering behavior as con-
straints. This type of parameter reduction has been
applied in electrical impedance tomography in which
Brandstatter et al.9 showed that by using multifre-
quency data and by assuming a frequency depen-
dence, one can reduce the ill-posed nature of the
problem and make the reconstruction more robust to
noise in data. A similar application in microwave
image reconstruction10 provides evidence of reduced
artifacts in the images as a result of coupling mea-
surements from different frequencies. Corlu et al.4
implemented this approach by using continuous-
wave (cw) measurements to ﬁnd the optimal four
wavelengths that reduce the cross talk between ab-
sorption and scatter parameters. Their results from
simulations are encouraging and are based on the
assumption that all change in scattering is due to the
scatter amplitude with the scatter power kept con-
stant. A similar approach to cw data has been imple-
mented by Li et al.5 used two of three wavelengths
under the assumption that there is no scattering per-
turbation. They have applied this method to ﬁnd
chromophore concentrations directly and have shown
in simulated and experimental data that their tech-
nique results in reduced image artifacts and param-
eter cross talk.
In the current study this overall approach is ex-
tended to the application of frequency-domain data,
using six wavelengths. The method is evaluated with
experimental data following individual variation of
oxygen saturation, hemoglobin, and scattering pa-
rameters. A ﬁnite-element model of the diffusion
equation is used, and the algorithm reconstructs im-
ages for ﬁve parameters: oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemo-
globin, water fraction, scatter amplitude, and scatter
power, with no assumptions on the scatter amplitude
or power. The results show that the new technique is
more robust to noise in measurements than the con-
ventional method. In addition, the spectral constraint
reduces the noise in the recovered chromophore con-
centrations, especially in the water and scattering
images, and the reconstructions from the experimen-
tal data show quantitatively accurate results.
2. Materials and Methods
A. Instrumentation
The NIR frequency-domain system for breast imag-
ing has been described in detail in previous papers.11
Brieﬂy, it consists of optical ﬁbers placed in three
planes in a circular geometry. Each plane has 16
source–detector positions, and intensity light modu-
lated at 100 MHz is used at six different wavelengths
in the range 660–850 nm. The signals are detected by
high-gain photomultiplier tubes, and the electrical
signals are passed through rf mixer circuits to het-
erodyne down to a 500Hz offset frequency. The sig-
nal amplitude and phase are calibrated to
compensate for system offsets by matching measured
data from homogeneous phantoms12 to simulated re-
sults from the ﬁnite-element model. When optimized,
the calibrated data have less than 1% offset from
simulated values and provide a highly stable data set
from which to reconstruct absorption and scattering
coefﬁcient images.
B. Reconstruction without Spectral Constraints
Under the assumption that breast tissue is a scatter-
dominated medium, the diffusion approximation to
the radiative transfer equation8,13 was used to model
the propagation of light at large distances from the
source location. This is given by
·(r)(r, )a(r)
i
c(r, )	q0(r, ),
(1)
where r,  is the isotropic ﬂuence at modulation
frequency  and position r, r is the diffusion coef-
ﬁcient, ar is the absorption coefﬁcient, c is the
speed of light in the medium, and q0r,  is an iso-
tropic source. The diffusion coefﬁcient can be written
as
(r)	
1
3[a(r) s(r)], (2)
where s is the reduced scattering coefﬁcient.
A ﬁnite-element-based-model solution to this equa-
tion was developed and was described and validated
in Refs. 14 and 15. Brieﬂy, the forward problem in-
volves solving Eq. (1) for ﬂuence, given an initial
distribution of the optical properties, with the appro-
priate boundary conditions applied. The image recon-
struction uses a Newton–Raphson minimization that
iteratively updates the optical property parameters
based on a least-squares-error norm given by
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meas is the measured data and i
cal is the data
calculated for an initial distribution of the properties,
using the forward solver. Here the measurements are
assumed to be independent of each other. Using a
Taylor’s series approximation for the solution at some
close distance from the boundary data 
cal for the
initial distribution and ignoring the higher-order
terms, the update in the optical properties is related
to the difference between the measured and the cal-
culated data as
	, (4)
where  refers to the change in boundary data;  is
the Jacobian, the matrix containing the sensitivity of
the boundary data to a change in optical properties,
 	 	a;
; and  is the update in the optical
properties given by  	 	a;
.
The reconstruction is sensitive to the initial esti-
mate of the parameters, which are given by a homo-
geneous preﬁtting algorithm based on the analytical
solution for inﬁnite medium.12 The matrix , being ill
conditioned, requires that the inverse problem in Eq.
(4) be solved with the application of a Levenberg–
Marquardt regularization scheme16,17 for stabiliza-
tion. The stopping criterion for this reconstruction
was chosen to be when the 

2 error in Eq. (3), known
as the projection error, changes by less than 2% be-
tween successive iterations.
Previously18 the optical properties at each wave-
length were obtained, and then the calculation of the
chromophore concentrations was performed with a
constrained least-squares ﬁt to the Beer’s law rela-
tion
a	[]c, (5)
where ε is the molar absorption spectra of the absorb-
ing chromophores and c is the concentration of these
chromophores. Oxyhemoglobin HbO2, deoxyhemo-
globin Hb, and water are assumed to be the main
absorbers, and their molar absorption spectra were
obtained experimentally in our instrument. This ap-
proach of using values estimated by the system com-
pensates for any offsets from the theoretical values,
yet there was little difference between our experi-
mental and theoretical estimates of molar absorption
coefﬁcients. By ﬁtting for the concentrations, we cal-
culate total hemoglobin as HbT 	 HbO2  Hb [in
micromolar M] and oxygen saturation as SO2
	 HbO2HbT  100 (in percent); the contribution
from other chromophores such as lipids has been
found to be negligible, because the wavelengths used
here were limited to less than 850 nm where lipid is
a weak absorber. The constraints on the ﬁtting pro-
cess were for HbT to be below 100 M, oxygen satu-
ration to be nonnegative and with an upper bound of
100%, and water to be in the range [0%, 100%].
Similarly, the s spectrum of tissue has been
shown to ﬁt well to an empirical approximation to
Mie scattering theory,19,20 given by
s	a
b. (6)
Equation (6) was used to derive the scatter amplitude
(a) and the scatter power (b), with wavelength in
micrometers. The coefﬁcient s has units of inverse
millimeters, and b is dimensionless so that a has
units given by 10
3bmm
b1. Both the scattering
power and the amplitude depend on the scattering
center size and number density and may reﬂect vari-
ations in breast structural composition due to differ-
ent cellular, organelle, and structural sizes and
densities for fatty and glandular tissue. Typically,
large scatterers have lower b and a values, whereas
small scatterers have higher b and a coefﬁcients.19,20
Although scatterers in tissue are not necessarily ho-
mogeneous spheres, as assumed in Eq. (6), studies on
red blood cells and yeast have shown this to be a
reasonable approximation since measurements of s
in these cells show trends similar to Mie theory.21,22
C. Spectrally Constrained Chromophore and Scattering
Reconstruction
Instead of estimating the optical properties at each
wavelength and then spectrally deconvolving the
chromophore concentrations [Eqs. (5) and (6)], one
can incorporate these constraints into the reconstruc-
tion to directly determine oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhe-
moglobin, water, scatter amplitude, and scatter
power, thus reducing the parameter space from 12
images (a and s at 6 wavelengths) to 5 parametric
images. Assuming that we know  	   and
 	  , as calculated by the previous method
(reconstruction without spectral priors), in the new
approach the measurements at all wavelengths are
coupled together, and the relations in Eqs. (5) and (6)
are combined to create a new set of relations, which
for each wavelength is represented by
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b, (7)
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where R refers to the Kronecker tensor product.
Similarly,
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Substituting these expressions in Eq. (9) leads to
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Similarly, for the scatter power
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Knowing that  ln s 	 1s s)s ln s
	 s and from Eq. (6), ln s 	 ln a  b ln , then it
is found that  ln sb 	 ln . Substituting these
relations produces
b,	(3
2)(s)(ln )|. (12)
The overall system of equations is assembled by
substituting the relations from Eqs. (8), (10), and (12)
into Eq. (7):
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The size of the left-hand vector is equal to the number
of wavelengths multiplied by the number of measure-
ments per wavelength, and the size of the right-hand
side vector is equal to the number of chromophores
and scatter parameters multiplied by the number of
nodes for updating each parameter in the mesh. The
individual Jacobian matrices for each chromophore
were computed with a dual-mesh technique,23 on a
2000-node mesh for forward diffusion calculations
and a 425-node mesh was used for image reconstruc-
tion. Equation (13) was implemented by building the
new Jacobian (5  425 by 480  6), and the same
Levenberg–Marquardt regularization scheme was
applied. The computation time was approximately 25
min for typically 5–7 iterations, with the measure of
convergence being when the projection error was less
than 2% of the previous iteration value. Additional
constraints based on the physiologically possible val-
ues for the parameters were applied at each iteration
so that HbT does not exceed 100 M (based on typical
concentrations found in the breast), that oxygen sat-
uration is in the range [0%, 100%], and that water is
in the range [0%, 100%]. The scatter amplitude is
bounded in the range [0.5, 2.0] in units of
10
3bmm
b1, and the scatter power is in the range
[0, 2] based on previous studies,24 so that together
they cover the possible range for the reduced scatter-
ing coefﬁcient. This range is 	0.5,3.25
 mm
1 for
785 nm. The approach can easily be extended to ad-
ditional wavelengths without any computational ex-
pense in the inversion process since the size of the
new Hessian from Eq. (13) depends on the number of
nodes and not on the number of measurements, al-
though the number of wavelengths will inﬂuence the
calculation of individual Jacobian matrices. The al-
gorithm typically converges after a lower number of
iterations than the conventional method does, and no
spatial ﬁltering was necessary since the noise in the
images is already damped by the spectral constraints.
3. Results
Subsections 3.A and 3.B show the improvement of the
spectral technique over the conventional method by
quantitative assessment of the mean and standard
deviation from recovered images by use of simulated
and experimental data. The results shown in Subsec-
tions 3.C, 3.D, and 3.E focus on validating the accu-
racy of the spectral technique in following the
variation of scattering, oxygen saturation (Hill
curve), and total hemoglobin individually by use of
the appropriate experiments.
A. Effect of Noise in Amplitude and Phase
Measurements
It is expected that the spectrally constrained nature
of this new algorithm will make the reconstruction
more immune to noise in measurements as compared
with the conventional method, since all data are cou-
pled. More noise in the data is typically observed at
661 nm for tissues containing lower oxygenation (due
to high absorption of deoxyhemoglobin) and 849 nm
(due to water absorption) and in higher-scattering
cases. This behavior is taken into consideration in the
algorithm by the a priori spectral information. To test
the hypothesis of reduced noise sensitivity of the
spectral method, we simulated amplitude and phase
data at six wavelengths by using the ﬁnite-element
model for a homogeneous phantom of diameter
86 mm with concentrations of 30 MH b O 2,
30M Hb, 60% water, scatter amplitude of 1 [units
of 10
3bmm
b1], and scatter power of 1. This yields
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785 nm 	 1.27 mm
1, which are concentrations typ-
ically found in the breast. Random Gaussian distrib-
uted noise was added to the amplitude and phase
measurements in a systematic manner from 0.5% to
5%, and the spectrally constrained reconstruction
was carried out on the data. The conventional tech-
nique of reconstructing each wavelength separately
and then carrying out the spectral ﬁt was also applied
to these data for comparison. The mean and standard
deviation for the reconstructed images from both
techniques for each of the parameters are plotted in
Fig. 1; the results are shown for the cases with no
noise, 1% noise, and 5% noise.
For the noiseless data reconstruction, both tech-
niques show an accurate recovery of all ﬁve parame-
ters (mean is within 3% of the true value), with an
average standard deviation of 0.5% of the mean for
the spectral method and 3.7% for the conventional
technique. For the 1% and 5% noise cases, the stan-
dard deviation increases as expected; however, this
increase is much more evident in the images from the
conventional technique than from the spectral
method. The results from the spectral method do not
Fig. 1. Recovered mean values with standard deviation error bars are shown for (a) hemoglobin, (b) oxygen saturation (SO2), (c) water
(in percent), (d) scatter amplitude, and (e) scatter power. These were estimated from the interior of a homogeneous ﬁeld reconstructed with
different levels of noise in the original data. Values for the new spectrally constrained reconstruction are shown alongside results from the
conventional approach.
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for total hemoglobin and oxygen saturation images;
however, the noise is signiﬁcantly suppressed in the
water and scatter images from the spectral method.
For 1% noise in data, the mean is still within 5% of
the true value for both methods, but the standard
deviation in water has reduced from 40% in the con-
ventional method to 12% of the mean for the spectral
technique. Even in the 5% noise case, the spectral
method shows a reasonable recovery of mean values
for the parameters (accurate to within 10% on an
average), with a 15.3% standard deviation (as per-
cent of the mean). This shows a reduced sensitivity of
the reconstruction to higher levels of noise compared
with the conventional method.
B. Reduced Standard Deviation in Homogeneous
Experimental Data
To assess the mean and standard deviation from ho-
mogeneous images in experimental data, we collected
measurements on a liquid tissue-simulating phan-
tom within a plastic circular container of 90mm di-
ameter, consisting of 9.3M pig blood in buffered
saline and 1% Intralipid concentration. The blood
hematocrit was measured before the experiment with
a clinical co-oximeter that showed 1% of the pig blood
contained 9.3 M of hemoglobin for this sample. The
expected values for the scatter amplitude and scatter
power were derived from the work of van Staveren et
al.19 Using the expression given by van Staveren et
al. with the units suitably modiﬁed produces the fol-
lowing equation: s 	 0.928
1.4  0.16
2.4. Incor-
porating the higher-order term into the scatter
amplitude factor (since the amplitude factor of the
second term is much lower than that of the ﬁrst term)
by assuming that s 	 1m m
1 at 800 nm, the scat-
ter amplitude a 	 0.73 and the scatter power b
	 1.4. Water and oxygen saturation are expected to
be close to 100%, since the phantom was an oxygen-
ated liquid solution. Both the spectral and conven-
tional techniques were applied to this data, and the
mean and standard deviation from the reconstructed
images are plotted in Fig. 2(a), along with the ex-
pected values. As described in Section 2, both recon-
structions were terminated by use of the projection
error criterion, and reconstructed parameters 15 mm
from the edge have been removed from the calcula-
tion of mean and standard deviation to diminish con-
tribution from any boundary artifacts.
Figure 2(a) shows the reduced standard deviation in
the images obtained from the spectral method, com-
pared with the conventional technique. The mean val-
ues for the parameters are accurate to within 6%, on
average, for the spectral scheme and to within 11% for
the conventional method. As with the simulations, no
spatial ﬁltering is applied to the spectral reconstruc-
tion, whereas the conventional method uses a mean
ﬁlter. The stopping criterion for the spectral technique
is a projection error change of less than 2% between
iterations, and it converges in seven iterations. For the
conventional method, the equivalent 7th iteration at
every wavelength was used to obtain images based on
earlier studies25 that indicated 5–9 iterations are most
suitable for experimental data. Both methods use the
same initial regularization parameter (equal to 10 in
this study15). The main improvement here was the
suppression of noise in the water and scattering im-
ages by use of the spectral technique.
Figure 2(b) shows the reconstructed images from
both methods along with a cross section of the middle
plane. The spatial variation in the cross section is less
in the spectral technique, and some of the boundary
artifacts in the hemoglobin, water, and scatter power
images are reduced. The scatter amplitude image
shows some artifacts close to the boundary, which
may indicate the need for higher regularization for
the parameter. The hemoglobin and water images
from the conventional technique show some cross talk
between the images. A central artifact can be seen in
the HbT image in which there is a decrease in its
value, with saturation in the water image at this
same region 	100%. The scatter parameter images,
especially scatter power, show considerable noise
that is possibly due to cross talk between the two
scatter parameters and between deoxyhemoglobin
and scatter.
C. Scattering Parameter Validation
Having shown that spectral reconstruction is supe-
rior to the conventional method of reconstructing
each wavelength separately and then applying the
spectral information in terms of reduced sensitivity
to noise in the data and suppression of artifacts in the
images, we now focus the following sections on vali-
dating the accuracy of the spectral reconstruction.
One of the key advantages of the spectral method
over the conventional technique is the reduction of
noise in the water and scatter parameters. The im-
plementation of this technique on frequency-domain
measurements allows the separation of absorption
and scatter, and this along with multiwavelength ca-
pability allows a modest separation of the scatter
amplitude and scatter power. To test the cross talk
and noise in the scatter parameters with experimen-
tal measurements and to follow their variation, the
Intralipid concentration was varied in the liquid
phantom solution containing 1% blood, from 0.75% to
1.5% in steps of 0.25% (the data from 1% Intralipid
was also used for Fig. 2). The amplitude and phase
measurements were taken for each concentration,
and the spectrally constrained reconstruction was ap-
plied to the data. The total hemoglobin was constant
through the varying concentrations of Intralipid, and
the saturation for both water and oxygen was 100%
for all data sets. The mean value along with standard
deviation from the images are plotted for scatter am-
plitude and scatter power in Fig. 3(a), and Fig. 3(b)
shows the average s at 661 and 785 nm. Figure 3(c)
shows the total hemoglobin and Fig. 3(d) shows the
oxygen saturation and water content. The scatter am-
plitude varies linearly with concentration and shows
more variation (range 0.6–1.25) than the scatter
power (range 1.3–1.53). Scatter power values are
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Staveren et al.,19 showing a mean of 1.4  0.1
through the change in concentrations. The mean s
at 785 nm varies linearly (slope of 1) with the
change in percent Intralipid, and the value approxi-
mately doubles (0.89 versus 1.7 mm
1) when the con-
centration doubles from 0.75% to 1.5% Intralipid,
which is encouraging. The reduced scattering coefﬁ-
cient at 661 nm also shows a similar trend. The total
hemoglobin stays constant with change in scattering
with a mean of 8.2 M  0.8, and the oxygen satu-
ration shows a mean value of 99.3%  1.2%, close to
expected value of 100%. Water shows an average of
92.4%  4.2%, and some cross talk can be seen be-
tween hemoglobin and water at the higher Intralipid
concentrations owing to the high-scattering medium.
D. Oxygen Saturation Validation
Malignant tumors typically have lower partial pres-
sure values for oxygen PO2 owing to hypoxia,26 and
Fig. 2. Recovered mean values with standard deviation error bars are shown in (a) from reconstructed data with a 90mm-diameter liquid
phantom containing 1% Intralipid with 9.3M total hemoglobin. Values for the spectrally constrained reconstruction are shown alongside
those obtained with the conventional reconstruction approach and the true theoretical values. (b) Images from this phantom are shown
for comparison with the spectrally constrained reconstruction (top row), the conventional reconstruction (middle row), and the proﬁle plots
from the midplane of these images (bottom row).
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reconstruction can follow these hypoxic conditions.
The relation between oxygen saturation and the vari-
ation in partial pressure of oxygen has a well-
characterized behavior given by the Hill curve. This
curve was obtained previously for the conventional
method and published in Ref. 27. Data were acquired
by use of a phantom solution containing 1% whole
blood and 1% Intralipid in saline, in a thin-walled
plastic container, 70mm in diameter. The whole
blood (1%) was found to have 18M hemoglobin, and
the oxygenation of the solution was reduced by vary-
ing the PO2 values from 150 to 0 mm Hg by the ad-
dition of yeast. The PO2 was independently measured
by means of a chemical microelectrode after calibra-
tion of the electrode overnight in a saline solution. By
varying the PO2 gradually, using a small amount of
yeast, and making measurements over this period of
time, we eventually reduced the PO2 to zero and ob-
tained a complete set of data over the required range.
The spectral reconstruction of this data gave HbT,
SO2, water, scatter amplitude, and scatter power im-
ages, from which the mean and standard deviation
are plotted in Fig. 4. The oxygen saturation in Fig.
4(a) follows the theoretical Hill curve28 reasonably
well with a mean error of 7.7%, with the worst accu-
racy close to zero PO2 and the higher accuracy when
PO2 is above 80% saturation. For PO2 below
20mm Hg, oxygen saturation is still accurate to
within 15%, with a low standard deviation in the
images.
With variation of PO2, the total hemoglobin con-
centration stayed approximately constant [Fig. 4(b)],
with a mean value of 17.5  2.1 M, which is within
97% of the true value given above, and water exhib-
ited a mean value of 94.2%  8.3%. Both parameters
show some cross talk at PO2 values below 11mm,
which is possibly unavoidable owing to the limited
number of wavelengths used in these data. Both scat-
ter amplitude and scatter power stay approximately
constant until a PO2 of 11mm Hg, beyond which both
show some variation, which could be the result of
cross talk between the two parameters. Above
11mm Hg, the scatter amplitude has value of 0.92
 0.04 10
3bmm
b1, and the scatter power has val-
ues of 1.49  0.14. The reduced scattering coefﬁcient,
however, stays constant throughout, as shown for
785 nm in Fig. 4(d), with a mean of 1.3
 0.03 mm
1.
E. Total Hemoglobin Validation
The ﬁnal experimental homogeneous data set involved
varying the total hemoglobin while keeping oxygen
saturation, water, and scatter parameters constant.
This was accomplished by use of a similar liquid phan-
tom, with 1% Intralipid in saline, and by variation of
the concentration of whole blood. The hematocrit level
was measured by a clinical co-oximeter, yielding 1%
blood, which is equivalent to 22M total hemoglobin.
The blood concentration was varied from 0.2% to 1%
in increments of 0.2%, and the amplitude and phase
Fig. 3. Recovered mean values are shown from a series of phan-
toms in which the scattering coefﬁcient was systematically var-
ied through concentrations (Conc) of Intralipid ranging be-
tween 0.75% and 1.5%. The estimated scattering power and
amplitudes are shown in (a), and the reduced scattering coefﬁ-
cients at 661 and 785 nm are shown in (b). The total hemoglobin,
which did not vary, is shown in (c), along with a line correspond-
ing to the theoretical value. In (d) the oxygen saturation and
water values are shown, which also did not vary. Both have
theoretical estimates of 100%. Error bars represent the standard
deviation of all pixels within the interior 60 mm of the region
imaged.
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calibration, the spectrally constrained reconstruction
was applied to the data, and the recovered mean and
standard deviation from the NIR parameters are
plotted in Fig. 5. The theoretical water and oxygen
saturation values were 100%, as the phantom was a
liquid oxygenated solution.
Figure 5(a) shows that the total hemoglobin fol-
lowed the variation in blood (%) linearly and is quan-
titatively accurate, with a mean percent error of
6.2%. Oxygen saturation stayed constant with
change in blood concentration [Fig. 5(b)], with a mean
value of 98.9  0.6%. The same trend was found in
water, with a mean value of 98.2%  1.5%. The scat-
ter amplitude and scatter power, shown in Fig. 5(b),
are also independent of the variation in blood concen-
tration, with a scatter amplitude of 0.65  0.01. The
scatter power had a mean value of 1.39  0.08, and
this agreed well with the estimated 1.4 derived from
van Staveren et al.19 The reconstruction converged in
4–6 iterations for the different concentrations, and
no spatial ﬁltering was applied in the reconstruction.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The spectrally constrained direct chromophore and
scattering reconstruction has been implemented and
validated by use of simulated and experimental
frequency-domain measurements. The results from
Subsection 3.A show improved robustness of the re-
construction to increased amounts of noise in the
data. The frequency-domain instrumentation in use
typically has 0.5% noise in amplitude and 0.5 deg in
phase,11 and at this noise level. With simulated data
from a homogeneous phantom, water images show a
reduction in standard deviation from 32% to 10% (as
percent of the mean) in going from the conventional
to the spectral approach. Even at a 5% noise level, the
spectral approach shows recovery of the parameters
that is accurate within 10%, on average, with a sig-
niﬁcantly reduced standard deviation as compared
with the conventional method. This insensitivity to
noise is due to the use of multiwavelength data to-
gether with the spectral constraints, which results in
a reduction in the number of unknowns, making the
reconstruction problem less ill posed. The reduction
in noise in the images is also observed in the homo-
geneous experimental data and is especially signiﬁ-
cant in water and scatter power. The NIR parameter
images in Fig. 2 show the suppression of the artifacts
in the images, particularly in water and scatter
power, that is similar to the trend observed in the
simulated data.
Fig. 4. Estimated mean values are shown from homogeneous reconstructions of a phantom with varying oxygen partial pressure PO2
of the solution induced by addition of yeast. The oxygen saturation is shown in (a), along with the theoretical estimate from the Hill curve.
The total hemoglobin and percent water are shown in (b) with the theoretically estimated values of 18 mM and 100%, respectively, and
should not vary with changes in oxygenation. The scatter power and amplitude are shown in (c) and should not vary. The reduced scattering
coefﬁcient at 785 nm is also shown in (d).
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ogy; however, its quantitative accuracy from NIR to-
mography has yet to be validated. In the past several
studies used a ﬁxed water content in tissue (such as
assuming 30%–31% fraction in tissue) to allow for
spectral ﬁtting of hemoglobin levels29,30 or used ra-
diological data31 because sufﬁcient wavelengths were
unavailable and the cross talk between water and
oxyhemoglobin prevented quantitatively accurate re-
covery of the water absorption. McBride et al.32 and
Cerussi et al.33 have shown that using sparse spectral
image data from a subject with assumptions about
the bulk concentration for water and lipids could
have up to 15% inﬂuence on HbT and oxygen satu-
ration estimates. In recent studies water has been
shown to have signiﬁcant variation with breast size
in normal subject studies,24 with values between sub-
jects varying signiﬁcantly from 10% to 70%. This
large range was observed in a 30-subject population,
as shown by Cerussi et al.,33 and values of 21% to 82%
were observed in a 26-subject population studied by
Srinivasan et al.24 These large numbers suggest that
water is a measure of the extravascular space, since
the vascular space is clearly less than 2% in most
breast tissues. Thus water yields different informa-
tion about the physiology of the breast than does
hemoglobin, and spatial changes are expected in wa-
ter owing to different content in the fatty and glan-
dular tissues, which varies with the composition of
the breast. The change in water content during the
course of the menstrual cycle has been followed by
Cubeddu et al., showing an increase in water in the
second half of the cycle34 for one patient. Shah et al.35
have shown an increase of up to 28.1% in water in the
luteal phase in a single volunteer, and Pogue et al.36
have shown individual variations in seven subjects,
with a mean value nearer to 2.5%. In a study follow-
ing the effect of neoadjuvant chemotherapy37 in a
subject with a palpable adenocarcinoma, using opti-
cal white-light spectroscopy, water showed the most
dramatic change, dropping 67% over the course of
three treatment cycles. These studies have shown
important trends in water content. However, to im-
prove the clinical utility of the recovered values, it is
important to show that they are quantitatively accu-
rate estimates as well. The results shown here pro-
vide evidence of improvement in the quantiﬁcation of
water by use of the spectrally constrained approach
compared with the conventional method of ﬁtting for
the chromophore and scattering parameters from op-
tical property reconstructions. Water fraction values
obtained by the new approach in data sets that follow
variation in scattering, oxygen saturation, and total
hemoglobin agree well with theoretical predictions
and exhibit reduced noise and cross talk with oxyhe-
moglobin compared with the conventional technique.
Scattering is another area in which the constraints
from Mie theory incorporated into the reconstruction
signiﬁcantly improve the quantiﬁcation of the scatter
amplitude and power. Recent studies have used scat-
tering to study structural variations. For example,
Poplack et al.38 showed in a normal cohort of 23
women that there is a signiﬁcant decrease in the
reduced scattering coefﬁcient s at 785 nm with
increasing body mass index and that adipose tissue
was less scattering than glandular tissue, as ex-
pected. The same trend was observed by Durduran et
al.29 in a subject pool of 52 volunteers. Cerussi et al.33
used the ﬁt of s to the Mie theory approximation to
show that scatter power decreases with increasing
body mass index in a group of 30 healthy women.
Pogue et al.36 showed that scattering power and scat-
ter amplitude could successfully separate categories
of fatty and scattered breasts from extremely dense
breasts p  10
4 in a survey of 39 women with
normal mammography. Since the risk of cancer is
strongly correlated to the breast density,39 this sep-
aration of breast densities in a noninvasive manner
could prove very useful. Although these trends may
prove to be promising in the future, their quantitative
accuracy must be validated in phantom studies.
Hence it is important to investigate the accuracy and
standard deviation in these parameters to fully ex-
ploit the NIR information. Results in Subsection 3.A
show the improved reconstruction of scatter power
Fig. 5. Reconstructed mean and standard deviation values are
shown from phantoms with varying concentrations of blood in
which the total hemoglobin is graphed (a) alongside the theoretical
value shown by a dotted line. The recovered values of oxygen
saturation (%), water (%), scattering amplitude (a) and scattering
power (b) are shown in (b), all of which are not expected to vary
with changes in total blood (%). The scatter parameters are mul-
tiplied by 100 to allow them to be displayed on the same graph as
the oxygen saturation and the water.
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high as 5% noise. In Fig. 2 the recovered mean for the
scatter amplitude and scatter power agree well with
predicted values from van Steveran et al.19 for homo-
geneous experimental data (containing 1% blood and
1% Intralipid in saline). A change in scattering, ob-
tained by varying the Intralipid concentration in a
homogeneous phantom solution, was successfully fol-
lowed (Fig. 3), in which the scatter amplitude varied
linearly and the scatter power showed a mean of
1.4  0.1 during the changes in concentration. The
cross talk between scatter parameters and chro-
mophore concentrations in minimal, with total hemo-
globin, oxygen saturation, and water content staying
constant through this change [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)],
except at the highest scattering concentration of In-
tralipid (1.5%). The mean of s also exhibits a linear
increase, and s at 785 nm doubles as the Intralipid
concentration changes from 0.75% s 	
0.89 mm
1 to 1.5% s 	 1.7 mm
1, shown in Fig.
3(b).
The Hill curve relation between oxygen saturation
SO2 and PO2 of oxygen was followed by the spectral
method in the graphs of Fig. 4, which showed that
SO2 was accurate, with a mean error of 7.7%. Total
hemoglobin estimates remained constant through
this change in PO2, producing a mean that is accurate
to 97% of the expected value. Water content also
showed this trend, with a mean of 94.2%, which com-
pared well with the predicted value of 100%. Al-
though some variation was found in the scatter
amplitude and scatter power, s at 785 nm remained
constant with change in oxygenation, with a mean of
1.3  0.03 mm
1. The standard deviations in the ox-
ygen saturation images remain low, even at lower
oxygenation. This translates into a successful recov-
ery of SO2 in malignancies without signiﬁcant noise
or cross talk between scatter parameters and deoxy-
hemoglobin. Total hemoglobin recovered by the spec-
tral approach was separately validated by use of
experimental data obtained by varying blood concen-
tration from 0.2% to 1%. Quantitatively accurate re-
sults with a mean percent error of 6.2% were
obtained. No cross talk between any of the parame-
ters was observed during this variation, as shown in
Fig. 5(b) in which oxygen saturation, water, scatter
amplitude, and scatter power remained unchanged
and close to predicted values.
The spectrally constrained approach is inherently
robust owing to the addition of a priori spectral be-
havior. It requires less spatial ﬁltering, whereas the
conventional technique beneﬁts from a mean ﬁlter to
prevent excessive noise in the images. This new ap-
proach also converges faster and is readily extend-
able to three-dimensional models as well. Use of data
at additional wavelengths can easily be implemented
without much computational burden in the inversion
process. A partial volume-type reconstruction may be
an efﬁcient means of processing a large number of
measurements. There is certainly some cross talk
found at PO2 values of oxygen lower than 11mm Hg
or under extremely high scattering conditions, which
can probably be resolved only by the addition of more
wavelengths. Preliminary simulations have shown
this to be true. The improved quantiﬁcation of and
robustness to noise of the reconstruction shown here
for homogeneous measurements is currently also ap-
parent in the heterogeneous data.
As the use of NIR tomography expands, spectrally
constrained reconstruction should add considerable
value to obtaining quantitatively accurate estimates
of different parameters, particularly water and scat-
ter power. The use of frequency-domain measure-
ments allows a good separation of chromophore and
scattering, and together with the spectral approach,
we obtain reduced cross talk between the parame-
ters, suppression of image artifacts, insensitivity to
noise in the measurements, and, ﬁnally, accurate
quantiﬁcation of the NIR parameters.
This study was supported through National Insti-
tutes of Health grants PO1CA80139 and
RO1CA69544 and through the Department of De-
fense grant DAMD17-03-01-0405.
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